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COMMERCIAL CARE & MAINTENANCE

Interior Windows

Exterior Windows

After installation, if there is a hazy or foggy look to the film, this is due to the mounting solution   
moisture under the film. This is normal and should dissipate naturally over the course of a few days, 
depending on your climate conditions. Please contact XPEL if you have any concerns.

Due to the less porous nature of window film, the surface will attract less dirt and will be simpler to 
clean. We recommend using XPEL Glass Cleaner or a mild dishwashing detergent and water mixture 
in a spray bottle. Please refrain from using harsh cleaning products. Please only use soft microfiber 
clothes or paper towels to clean the window film.

While the window film is typically maintenance free, you can follow the below guidelines to keep your 
film looking new for years to come. For interior films we recommend a silicone polish to keep a fresh 
polished clean surface. Suggested products include: Plexus Plastic Cleaner and Solar Majik.

If you need to remove adhesive tape from the window film surface, peel the tape as if it were adhered 
to the glass surface. If you have adhesive left behind, you can remove with a soft microfiber cloth 
and mineral spirits or isopropyl alcohol. If the two previous chemicals do not work, we suggest using       
acetone on a soft microfiber cloth.

Exterior Window Films are typically cleaned by a professional window cleaning company. Please do 
not use bristle brushes or aggresive cloths, as these cleaning tools will damage the film and possibly 
void your warranty (if applicable). We recommed using a soft microfiber cloth with a mild detergent 
and water solution mixture. To help prevent water spotting, you may use a squeegee to remove the 
water.

If you have any questions or concerns, please call XPEL Customer Service at +1 (210) 678-3700


